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Messages

 Messages should be short and simple

 Limit the number of messages

 Do not overload the reader with messages. Develop 
3 or 4 messages thoroughly per IEC material i.e. 
poster, brochure

 Stick to one idea at a time

 Don’t skip back and forth between messages

 Avoid long lists

 If possible limit lists to 4 or 5 items



Messages in BCC/PAPE
 Messages should include action 

points and benefits that might 

results from those actions

 E.g. In health education material 

about stopping smoking, tell readers 

that the information can help them to 

lead longer, healthier lives

 Find the right approach:

 Tone

 Appeal

 Use short simple words and 

sentences

 Make sure messages are 

appropriate to your audience

 Be sensitive to cultural differences



Images in BCC

 As we have seen images are very important for health education

 Illustrations capture the reader’s eye first, then the caption, then the 

text

 Good and attractive images are crucial in BCC or PAPE

 Particularly for readers with low literacy



IEC material 

image principles



One message per visual

 Adding too many messages to a visual can make the 

reader miss some or all of the messages

 The image should enhance (rather than confuse) the 

message



Omit distracting details

 Illustrations are free from clutter and 
distractions – avoid extraneous detail that can 
distract the viewer from the message



Stay away from images that are 

too abstract

 What to do if you get hurt on a construction site

 Which image is clearer?



Show positive actions

 If possible avoid images that the reader should NOT do



Make images culturally 

relevant and sensitive
 Draw clothing styles your target audience would wear

 Use persons from the same ethnic group if possible

 If the target audience is diverse, try and show a range of ethnic groups, 
age groups, etc.

 People understand and are attracted to images that seem familiar to 
them: expressions, activities, clothing, buildings, landscape etc.



Avoid anatomical pictures from 

medical text books

 Show body parts in context



Do not use blurry or unclear 

visuals



Use arrows and circles to point 

out key information



Use appropriate illustrative 

styles

 Pre-test different styles if possible

 Does the audience prefer line drawings over shaded 

drawings?

 Which graphic style is most acceptable and best 

understood by the audience?



Use captions

 Text accompanying visuals can be the most 
important text on the page

 Make sure the visuals correspond to the text (& 
vice versa)



BCC image principles

 You might not be able to follow all of these principles 

all the time, but they serve as excellent guidelines 

when creating health education visuals



Working with a health 

professional

 The best team for creating appropriate health 

education visuals is a team of 

 Local artists

 Health professionals

 + pretesting with the intended audience

 Pre-testing in-house and pre-testing with the target 

audience



During pre-testing you should 

measure:

 Comprehension

 Attractiveness

 Acceptance

 Involvement

 Inducement to action



Poster layout and 

design



Appropriate layout/design

 A poster needs to be eye-catching and easy to read



Finding the balance…

Culturally 

appropriate





Present one message per 

picture

 Each illustration should communicate a single distinct 

message



Limit the number of concepts 

per page

 If your poster has too many messages, the reader might 

become bored or restless

 Too much information might be hard to remember

 Overcrowded posters do not look attractive





Leave plenty of white space

 Having white space makes the material easier to read, 

follow and understand

 White space does not have to be white!

 The reader’s eye should be able to move easily from 

image to text and from visual to visual





Type (font) and text

 Provide large type for posters

 Do not use vertical text or ALL CAPS

 Do not put text on top of an image (difficult to read)

 Ensure that there is enough contrast between type and 

background

 When possible substitute visuals for text



Colours

 Most importantly: Colours should be appropriate and acceptable to the 

target audiences

 Colours can be powerful, choose colours on purpose

• Colours have 

meanings, but these 

meaning can differ 

by cultures



Colour meanings

 Do colours have different meanings in your culture?

 What do certain colours symbolise (red, green, white, 

blue, yellow…)?

 Are there any colours too avoid?

 What are your favourite colours?

 Do men and women prefer different colours?



Watch the tones

 Tone refers to the quality of brightness, deepness or 

hue of any colour

 Using colours of similar tones can give too little contrast

Too little contrast Too little contrast

Ok contrast Ok contrast



In general, use colours to

 Direct attention

 Show organisation

 Attract users

 Reinforce emotion



Finding the balance…

Clarity Attractiveness

Culturally 

appropriate



4 elements of effective 

communication

 Attention
 Health education material needs to be read by 

people who will benefit

 Comprehension
 People need to understand the health 

education messages

 Recall
 After understanding the message, you need to 

remember it!

 Acting on information (adherence)
 Not enough to notice, understand and 

remember, you need to act as well!


